BROOKLYN BAR ASSOCIATION
VOLUNTEER LAWYERS PROJECT

CELEBRATE
PRO BONO
www.celebrateprobono.org

OCTOBER 24 – 30, 2021
IS NATIONAL #PROBONO WEEK!

Since 1990, the VLP has worked to make the legal system accessible to low-income Brooklyn residents through the pro bono involvement of the private bar.

Tag @BrooklynVLP and let us know your #ProBonoStory and share #WhyIProBono
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WHAT'S MY #PROBONOStory?

Tag @BrooklynVLP and let us know your #ProBonoStory and share #WhyIProBono
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#WHYIPROBONO

I WANT TO HELP THOSE MOST IN NEED REGAIN DIGNITY AND CONTROL OVER THEIR LIVES

Tag @BrooklynVLP and let us know your #ProBonoStory and share #WhyIProBono
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#WHYIPROBONO

I PRO BONO TO ASSIST BROOKLYN'S MOST OVERLOOKED RESIDENTS OVERCOME LIFE-ALTERING LEGAL CHALLENGES

Tag @BrooklynVLP and let us know your #ProBonoStory and share #WhyProBono
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#WHYIPROBONO

I PRO BONO TO HELP ENSURE UNDERSERVED BROOKLYNITES HAVE EQUAL ACCESS TO JUSTICE

Tag @BrooklynVLP and let us know your #ProBonoStory and share #WhyIProBono
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#WHYIPROBONO

I BELIEVE THAT NO NEW YORKER SHOULD BE DENIED ACCESS TO THE LEGAL SYSTEM

Tag @BrooklynVLP and let us know your #ProBonoStory and share #WhyIProBono
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#WHYIPROBONO

I PRO BONO TO HELP THE VLP PROVIDE SECURITY TO OUR FRONTLINE HEROES AND THEIR FAMILIES THROUGH THE VLP COVID-19 FRONTLINE WORKERS INITIATIVE

Tag @BrooklynVLP and let us know your #ProBonoStory and share #WhyIProBono
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HELP THE VLP RAPIDLY RESPOND VOLUNTEER TODAY!

During this global health crisis, as unemployment rates rise, medical debt grows, future incomes become increasingly uncertain, foreclosures loom, the VLP services are more essential than ever.
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